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The complex structure of the reconnecting magnetopause
F. S. Mozer,a) T. D. Phan, and S. D. Bale
Physics Department and Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 18 November 2002; accepted 5 March 2003!

Electric and magnetic fields observed in a one-of-a-kind example of a Polar satellite magnetopause
crossing are consistent with static guide magnetic and electric fields, Hall magnetohydrodynamic
~MHD! electric and magnetic fields, and a Z-component of the magnetic field that varied from280
nT to 180 nT across the magnetopause@F. S. Mozer, S. D. Bale, and T. D. Phan, Phys. Rev. Lett.
89, 015002~2002!#. In spite of this excellent agreement with simulations, other features of the data
were unanticipated. An empirical model, based on these measured fields and the assumption that the
parallel electric field was zero, is developed to explain such features by showing that~1!
PostreconnectionE3B/B2 flows, carrying electrons, magnetic field lines, and Poynting flux
towards theX-line rather than away from it, occur at some locations.~2! The model and measured
tangential electric fields varied significantly through the magnetopause. If the magnetopause was a
time stationary structure, Faraday’s law requires that it be three-dimensional on a spatial scale in the
Y-direction of a few ion skin depths. This three-dimensionality may explain why only one example
having fields that agree with Hall MHD simulations has been found.~3! There were regions within
the magnetopause where electromagnetic energy may have been generated~in the normal incidence
frame tied to the magnetopause!. ~4! Significant conversion of electromagnetic energy can occur
inside the magnetopause in the absence of an electron diffusion region, parallel electric fields, or the
electrons being decoupled from the magnetic field. It is emphasized that these properties are
consequences of the Hall MHD and guide electric and magnetic fields in the absence of any
additional non-MHD processes. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1570419#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic field reconnection is a process that both c
verts magnetic energy to particle energy and that modi
the magnetic field topology by connecting previously ind
pendent magnetic field lines. It occurs in laboratory plasm
as well as on the sun and other astrophysical objects, and
the primary mechanism for providing energy to the plasma
the terrestrial magnetosphere. The microphysics of the re
nection process are being studied in the lab, by comp
simulations and in the magnetosphere with data from sa
lites.

Two-dimensional static models of reconnection in t
absence of guide fields show the presence of a Hall ma
tohydrodynamic~MHD! electric field pointing towards the
magnetopause from both sides and a Hall magnetic fi
component tangential to the magnetopause surface.1–5 Mag-
netic fields consistent with the Hall effect have been repor
at the magnetopause6,7 and in the magnetotail.8,9 A Polar sat-
ellite magnetopause crossing in the vicinity of the subso
point, on 1 April 2001,10 also revealed the Hall MHD mag
netic field, as well as a Hall MHD electric field, while th
magnetic field changed from 80 nT southward in the mag
tosheath to 80 nT northward in the magnetosphere. The
were decoupled from the magnetic field within the six-io
skin-depth width of the crossing and the Hall MHD field
were in quantitative agreement with computer simulations

a!Electronic mail: fmozer@sunspot.ssl.berkeley.edu
2481070-664X/2003/10(6)/2480/6/$20.00
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is emphasized that this is an almost unique diffusion reg
crossing in the database of;1000 crossings, for reasons th
are discussed below.

II. THE MODEL

Even with its many expected features, the April 1 cro
ing also displayed unexpected properties. One such se
properties is illustrated in Fig. 1, which gives the three co
ponents of E3B/B2 measured during the magnetopau
crossing of interest. The coordinate system of this figure
fixed to the magnetopause with the magnetosheath pla
incident on the magnetopause in the normal direction.X is in
the maximum~minimum! variance direction of the electric
~magnetic! field, pointing approximately sunward, andZ is in
the minimum~maximum! variance direction of the electric
~magnetic! field, pointing approximately northward in th
ecliptic-normal direction. Each of the panels contains th
curves which give the measured quantity and the stand
deviations of that quantity associated with61 mV/m and61
nT measurement uncertainties in the electric and magn
fields, respectively.~Uncertainties of the fields due to unce
tainties in the minimum variance direction are small co
pared to the size of the guide fields, as has been verified
comparing minimum variance ofB, maximum variance ofE,
and Faraday residue methods.10! In this plot, time runs from
right to left, placing the magnetosphere at the left of the p
and the magnetosheath at the right. Near 0547:08 in Fig
the uncertainties in the flow components are large beca
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2481Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 The complex structure of the reconnecting magnetopause
the magnetic field was small. Otherwise, the flows were w
measured so the following general features of the flow c
not be explained as due to experimental error:

~1! (E3B/B2)X was generally negative near the magne
sheath, at the right of the plot, and positive near
magnetosphere near the left of the plot, in agreem
with the expected flow towards the magnetopause fr
both sides. Because these flows were small compare
those in theY- and Z-directions, theX-component of
flow will be small compared to the other components
the model and plots that are developed below.

~2! (E3B/B2)Y was significantly different from zero, wa
small at the center of the crossing, and was larger on
magnetospheric side of the crossing than on the mag
tosheath side.

~3! (E3B/B2)Z reversed sign from its expected negati
value~because the spacecraft was south of theX-line! to
a positive value near the middle of the crossing. In
earlier publication,10 it was speculated that this pos
reconnection flow towards theX-line might be an indi-
cation of the electron diffusion region because the el
tron perpendicular flow differed from this reversed flo
by several standard deviations. Further inspection of
electron data has shown that electron measurem
were not made at times critical to the reversed flow
the interpretation of the postreconnection flow towa
the X-line as being an observation of the electron diff
sion region has been dismissed.

In the following discussion, the measured fields a
modeled analytically without invoking additional non-MH
physics beyond the Hall effect, in order to understand
extent to which the peculiar properties of theE3B/B2 flows
may be understood within the context of a Hall MHD ma
netopause. It is assumed that the spacecraft passed thro
static magnetopause at a constant velocity in the norma
rection, thatX/X0 in Fig. 2 runs from21 at the magneto-

FIG. 1. Measured components ofE3B/B2 in the minimum variance coor-
dinate system fixed to the magnetopause. Note that time runs backw
such that the magnetosphere is at the left boundary of the plots and
magnetosheath is at the right boundary.
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sphere to11 at the magnetosheath, that the variations of
Hall MHD fields across the magnetopause are sinusoi
and thatBZ varies linearly across the magnetopause. W
these assumptions, the smoothed, measured,BX , BY , BZ ,
and EX are fit in Fig. 2 by the model values~which are
italicized!,

BX5BN , ~1a!

BY5BG1B0 sin~pX/X01w!, ~1b!

BZ52BAX/X0 , ~1c!

EX52E0 sin~pX/X01w!2EG , ~1d!

where
BN 5 Normal magnetic field55 nT,
BG 5 Guide magnetic field in theY-direction517 nT,
B0 5 Amplitude of the Hall magnetic field540 nT,
BA 5 Amplitude of theZ-component magnetic field

580 nT,
E0 5 Amplitude of the Hall electric field518 mV/m,
EG 5 Guide electric field in theX-direction53 mV/m,
w 5 15°.

To complete the definition of the model fields along t
spacecraft trajectory, it is assumed that bothEZ and the par-
allel electric field are zero. With these constraints,

EY52EXBX /BY , ~2a!

EZ50. ~2b!

Equation~2a! is shown to be consistent with the expe
mental data by plotting the measuredEY and the measured
2EXBX /BY in Fig. 3. Their general agreement attests to
fact that the measured parallel electric field was zero wit

rds
he

FIG. 2. Comparison of smoothed, measured, magnetic field component
EX ~the solid curves! with model fields described by Eqs.~1! ~the dashed
curves! for the same time period as that of Figs. 1 and 3.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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2482 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 Mozer, Phan, and Bale
experimental error through the portions of the crossing d
cussed in this paper. Their nonexact agreement is due in l
measure to the fact that the experimentalEZ was not exactly
zero. The regions of zero data in the dashed curve of Fi
occur where the magnitude ofBY was less than 12 nT andEZ

was not equal to zero, hence, where2EXBX /BY became
unrealistically large.

The guide magnetic field, which is crucial to the und
standing of unexpected features of the data, is visualize
Fig. 4, which presents a view of the asymptotic magne
fields in the magnetosheath and magnetosphere, as vie
from the sun. The magnetic field differed by 156° in the
two asymptotic regions. This angle was less than 180°
cause the guide magnetic field~the average field in the
Y-direction! was nonzero. Hence, the model comparisons
magnetopause features with and without a guide magn
field, which are discussed below, are really discussions
antiparallel and component merging.

Given the analytical expressions for the electric a
magnetic fields along the spacecraft trajectory, the com
nents ofE3B/B2 may be computed and compared with t
smoothed, measured flows, as is done in Fig. 5. Because
measured flows are well explained in terms of the mo
fields, it is necessary to understand what properties of
model fields contribute to the facts that the post-reconnec

FIG. 3. Comparison of the measuredY-component of the electric field~solid
curve! with 2EXBX /BY ~the dashed curve! for the same time period as tha
of Figs. 1 and 2. Note that time runs backwards such that the magnetos
is at the left boundary of the plot and the magnetosheath is at the
boundary.

FIG. 4. The asymptotic magnetic fields in the magnetosheath and the
netosphere as viewed from the sun.
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flow is sometimes toward theX-line and that the
Y-component of flow is variable. From the model,

~E3B/B2!Z5~EXBY1EXBX
2/BY!/B2

5~EX /BY!~BX
21BY

2 !/~BX
21BY

21BZ
2!. ~3!

This expression can only be positive ifEX andBY have the
same sign. From Eqs.~1b! and ~1d! in the absence of the
guide magnetic field,BG , and the guide electric field,EG ,
EX , andBY are 180° out-of-phase so they do not have
same sign. However, due to the nonzero guide fields, th
are regions whereEX and BY have the same sign and (E
3B/B2)Z is positive in these regions. Thus, the conditi
required for the postreconnectionE3B/B2 flow to be to-
wards theX-line is the existence of Hall MHD electric an
magnetic fields in the presence of either or both the gu
electric and/or magnetic field.

Similarly,

~E3B/B2!Y52EXBZ /B2. ~4!

The requirement that this flow component be different fro
zero and variable is the existence of the Hall MHD and gu
EX at the location of a nonzeroBZ .

Both the model and the measured tangential electric fi
vary with distance through the magnetopause~see Fig. 3!.
The model expression for this variation, obtained from E
~1! and ~2!, is

dEY /dX52@~EGB02E0BG!~pBN /X0!cos~pX/X01w!#/

@BG1B0 sin~pX/X01w!#2. ~5!

The right-hand side of this equation is generally nonz
unless the guide fieldsEG and BG in the first term on the
right are zero. For a steady state magnetopause, Fara
law requires thatEX vary with Y as the negative of Eq.~5!.
For the measured guide fields,EX varies by an amoun
greater than its measured value over a distance in the
mally ignored Y-direction that is a few ion skin depths
c/vpi . Thus, because of the presence of the guide elec
and magnetic fields, the magnetopause is three-dimensi

ere
ht

g-

FIG. 5. Comparison of the smoothed, measured, components ofE3B/B2

~the solid curves! with the model values~the dashed curves!.
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2483Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 The complex structure of the reconnecting magnetopause
over a short spatial scale and it would require a lucky traj
tory to cross through it. This result may explain why on
one observed magnetopause crossing among the;1000
events has Hall MHD electric and magnetic fields that ag
with computer simulations.

The data of Fig. 6 are presented to emphasize the p
that most magnetopause crossings do not exhibit Hall M
electric and magnetic fields. This event was selected bec
of the similarity of many of its features to those of the cro
ing discussed in this paper.10 BZ ~panel e! varied from150
nT in the magnetosphere to about240 nT in the magneto-
sheath during the 10 s crossing. Because this change oBZ

requires an important current in theY-direction, the space
craft must have passed through the ion diffusion region c
taining Hall MHD physics. The magnetic field decreased t
small value in the center of the crossing~panel b! while the
density in the two asymptotic regions was the same withi
factor of about 2. There was a guide magnetic field~panel d!
of about 20 nT. In spite of these similarities to the event
interest, there is no indication of the bipolarBY magnetic
field ~panel d! or EX electric field~panel f! that is expected in
the ion diffusion region from computer simulations. As me
tioned above, this may be due to the three-dimensionalit
the magnetopause.

One may consider what theE3B/B2 flow in the model
would be at otherZ-distances within the magnetopause.

FIG. 6. Electric and magnetic fields measured during a 10 s crossing o
subsolar magnetopause on 13 April 2002, during which there was
indication of Hall MHD magnetic or electric fields.
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locations north of theX-line, the normal magnetic field com
ponent and the Hall component ofBY change sign. If it is
assumed that theBY guide field,BG , also changes sign, the
the values of theX- and Y-components of the model mag
netic field north of theX-line are the negatives of those sou
of the X-line, so (E3B/B2)Z has the opposite sign north o
theX-line. However, (E3B/B2)X and (E3B/B2)Y would be
the same north and south of theX-line.

There is no physical reason why the guide magnetic fi
should depend on the relative location north or south of
X-line. In fact, the more reasonable assumption is that
field is imposed externally, so it varies in the same way t
BY varies withZ in the magnetosheath. This means that
modelBG at locations other than that of the satellite is ar
trary. To consider how the magnetopause might look a
function of X andZ, it is assumed thatBG is constant, inde-
pendent ofZ. A linear dependence onZ of BN andB0 is also
assumed. With these assumptions, Eqs.~1! and ~2! become

BX52BNZ/Z0 , ~6a!

BY5BG2B0~Z/Z0!sin~pX/X01w!, ~6b!

BZ52BAX/X0 , ~6c!

EX52E0 sin~pX/X01w!2EG , ~6d!

EY52EXBX /BY , ~6e!

EZ50, ~6f!

whereZ/Z0 varies from21 at the location of the satellite
crossing to11 at a similar distance north of theX-line.

In the left panel of Fig. 7, theE3B/B2 flow in theX–Z
plane, as computed from Eqs.~6!, is given. As expected from
the earlier discussion, the flow into the magnetopause ac
the X/X0561 boundaries is small compared to the oth

he
le

FIG. 7. The modelE3B/B2 flow in theX–Z plane. The left panel includes
the guide fieldsBY517 nT andEX53 mV/m. The right panel assumes tha
these guide fields are zero.
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2484 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 Mozer, Phan, and Bale
component of the flow. The flow north~south! of the X-line
is generally northward~southward! with regions of reversed
flow in each half of the plane. Vortices in the flow are pres
and the spatial variation of the flow is significant.

In the right panel of Fig. 7, the flow is plotted from Eq
~6! under the assumption that the guide fields,BG andEG ,
are zero. Under this assumption, the flow becomes
which is expected in static, two-dimensional models witho
guide fields. Namely, the flow is inward from the left an
right and outward, as a jet, above and below theX-line. This
is further proof that the complex flow with regions of pos
reconnection flow towards theX-line are consequences o
Hall MHD physics in the presence of guide fields.

In the left panel of Fig. 8, contours of (E3B/B2)Y are
presented. The flow is generally in the2Y direction and is
as large as 1000 km/s. It is again emphasized that this
tially varying flow is different from that expected in conve
tional magnetopause models, and that this complexity
natural consequence of the Hall MHD physics in the pr
ence of guide fields.

In the right panel of Fig. 8, contours of (E3B/B2)Y are
presented for the case that the guide fields,BG andEG , are
zero. The flow is symmetric in this case.

The current density may be calculated from the curl
the model magnetic field and dotted into the model elec
field to produce the contour plots ofj "E given in the left
panel of Fig. 9. In this figure,X05300 km andZ0 is approxi-
matelyX0 times the ratio of the asymptotic magnetic field
the normal magnetic field,11 which is 300BA /BN

54800 km. Surprisingly, the electromagnetic energy conv
sion is a minimum at the center of the magnetopause
varies in space from about21 to 11 W/km3.

As a result of the Hall MHD physics, electromagne
energy may be gained as well as lost within the magne

FIG. 8. TheY-component ofE3B/B2 in the X–Z plane. The left panel
includes the guide fieldsBY517 nT andEX53 mV/m. The right panel as-
sumes that these guide fields are zero.
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pause~in the normal incidence frame tied to the magne
pause!. In the magnetospheric~magnetosheath! side of the
magnetopause, the Hall MHDBY has dBY /dZ.0
(dBY /dZ,0). This produces a negative~positive! current in
the X-direction. This current, multiplied by the positiv
~negative! Hall MHD EX , results in a negative component o
j "E in both halves of the magnetopause. This component
exceed the others to cause a net production of electrom
netic energy in some regions, as is evidenced in the left pa
of Fig. 9.

The average value ofj "E over the surface of the lef
panel of Fig. 9 is about10.05 W/km3. Because this is suffi-
cient power to accelerate 108 ions/cm2/s to several kV along
the Z-axis, Hall MHD physics suffices to produce sufficie
magnetic energy conversion to accelerate outflowing
without an electron diffusion region, parallel electric field
decoupling of electrons from the magnetic field, etc.

In the right panel of Fig. 9,j "E is given for the case tha
the guide fields are zero. In this case, the electromagn
energy conversion is relatively constant at about 0.4 W/k3.

It is emphasized that the detailed features exhibited
Figs. 7, 8, and 9 are model dependent, so they should no
interpreted quantitatively. However, the general results
rived from the Hall MHD physics in the model are valid
These are that theE3B/B2 flow in the X–Z plane and the
associated Poynting flux may be complex with postreconn
tion flows towards theX-line at some locations, that a larg
and complexE3B/B2 flow in the Y-direction is expected,
that significant electromagnetic energy may be conver
within the magnetopause in regions where electrons are
decoupled from the magnetic field, and that the magne
pause has a three-dimensional structure on a spatial sca
a few ion skin depths.

FIG. 9. Electromagnetic energy conversion in theX–Z plane. The left panel
includes the guide fieldsBY517 nT andEX53 mV/m. The right panel as-
sumes that these guide fields are zero.
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